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COMPARING CYCLE PARAMETERS IN PSS8 vs. PSS5 SYSTEMS - 05

Exhaust

The PSS8 Trinity Control System provides a larger variety and greater flexibility of
cycle parameters than the popular PSS5 system. This series will discuss the
enhancements in the PSS8 parameters as they relate to each phase of a standard
cycle.

Exhaust Phase

The EXHAUST phase removes the steam and condensate from the chamber
which cools and dries the load.

In PSS5 systems, the operation of the EXHAUST phase is governed by the type of
cycle selected. FAST EXHAUST is used for Vacuum and Gravity cycles and
SLOW EXHAUST is used when a Liquid cycle is selected.

For FAST EXHAUST, the PSS5 rapidly evacuates the chamber by opening the
drain and activating the vacuum system until the chamber reaches the vacuum
level set by the DRY VAC POINT parameter. Once the desired vacuum is reached,
the PSS5 continues to operate the vacuum system for the time set by the DRY
TIME parameter. Since the chamber continues to draw into a deeper vacuum
during the dry time, the DRY VAC POINT is essentially a minimum required
vacuum level. Jacket control remains on during FAST EXHAUST to aid in the
drying process.

 For SLOW EXHAUST, the PSS5 controls evacuation of the chamber at a rate set
by the SLOW EXH RAMP parameter. The rate is controlled using a combination of
the chamber bleed, chamber drain, and the vacuum system. Chamber steam is
also used if the exhaust rate exceeds the desired rate. The chamber is evacuated
until it reaches the vacuum level set by the SLO EX END POINT parameter at
which point the cooling stage begins.

When the cycle reaches a slow exhaust end pressure that is greater than or equal
to atmospheric, the cycle starts the Liquid Cooling period wherein the drain and
air-in valves are closed and the vacuum system is turned off. This allows for a
natural decay of the vessel pressure for a period lasting one-half of the cooling
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time as determined by the LIQUID COOLING TIME parameter. If the cycle reaches a
slow exhaust end pressure that is below atmospheric, the cycle starts a Flow Cooling
period wherein the air-in valve and vacuum system are activated, but the drain remains
closed allowing the chamber to return to atmospheric for a period lasting one-half of the
cooling time as determined by the LIQUID COOLING TIME parameter.

At the end of the either the Liquid Cooling or Flow Cooling periods, the cycle starts a
Flow Cooling period wherein the door gasket(s) is/are retracted, the air-in and drain
valves are opened and the vacuum system is turned on for a period lasting the
remaining half of the cooling time. Jacket control remains off during SLOW EXHAUST
to aid in the cooling process.

Since the PSS8 system does not use cycle types to determine cycle operation, the user
has greater flexibility in creating a cycle profile. For all cycles the rate of chamber
evacuation is set by the EXHAUST RATE parameter.  This rate can be set from 0.1 to
55 PSI/Min. The PSS8 uses a combination of the constant bleed, drain valve, vacuum
system, and the chamber steam or compressed air (if available) as needed to achieve
this rate. The chamber evacuates until it reaches the vacuum level set by the
EXHAUST END PRESSURE parameter. Once the desired vacuum level has been
reached, the PSS8 performs either DEEP VACUUM, wherein the chamber continues to
draw into a deeper vacuum, or FLOW COOLING, wherein the air is drawn through the
chamber to aid in cooling the load, as determined by the VACUUM OPTION parameter.
Either of these two processes will continue for the length of the EXHAUST HOLD TIME
parameter. The PSS8 system also provides the flexibility to turn jacket control on or off
during the EXHAUST phase through use of the JACKET OPTION parameter. The
VACUUM OPTION and JACKET OPTION are cycle specific parameters thereby
allowing even greater latitude in cycle profile creation.


